
IMX IPTV E-Commerce Feature

Ultimate Flexibility in Deploying E-Commerce Services

Complete IPTV E-Commerce Offerings Right on TV

MatrixStream’s e-commerce feature allows IPTV providers to offer e-commerce offers right on viewers’ TV screens. With this feature, viewers can
press a button on their remotes to invoke a display and order products right on their television screens. order products right on their TV screens.
For example, a TV infomercial can have an e-commerce tie-in that enables users to order the promoted products directly through the remote
control. Since IPTV providers already have the viewer's billing and shipping information, it is as simple as a press of a button to order and ship
product automatically to viewer's homes.

Flexible Tie-in to Multiple Backend Billing Systems

MatrixStream‘s IPTV e-commerce feature is designed to be flexible and easily integrated with multiple backend billing systems. The IMX
e-commerce feature can be integrated with Paypal or a custom credit card backend billing system using MatrixStream’s MediaMatrix API. The
system can bill automatically once the viewer orders a product or service through their televisions.

Custom GUI Using MediaMatrix API

IPTV service operators can design their own custom user experience by using MatrixStream’s MediaMatrix API. Using the API, IPTV operators can
easily design the TV GUI targeted for the local markets. MediaMatrix API also supports multiple languages so the GUI can be completely localized.
This allows each IPTV operator to design and market its own unique IPTV services to all of their target audiences. The possibilities are only limited
by each designer’s imaginations.

Shopping Using the IPTV Remote

The idea is to make interactive shopping simple and easy. All the features within IPTV e-commerce is designed for simple full-feature access,
requiring only an IPTV remote control. Additional features can include enabling the viewer to use the remote to request further information from the
vendor. If the viewer wants to press the button, the order and automatic shipping can be done by pressing the OK button.

Related Product and Part Number

IMX M2200 - IMXM2200-MCP

Order Part Number

1,000 user licenses: IMX-EC-ULP1000
10,000 user licenses: IMX-EC-ULP10000
50,000 user licenses: IMX-EC-ULP50000
100,000 user licenses: IMX-EC-ULP100000
500,000 user licenses: IMX-EC-ULP500000
1,000,000 user licenses: IMX-EC-ULP1000000
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